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THE LIQUID PIL4S 
OF 1 , 3- P 
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ABSTRACT 
The liquid_phase autoxidation of 1,3-pentadiene to 2,4- penta-
dienoic acid uti izing gaseous oxygen at atmospheric pressure was 
investigated s a possible route for direct utilization of piperylene 
obtained during the cracking of naptha to ethylene . 
Catalyst systems consisting of cobalt, manganese, and iron 
sa ts promoted by sodium, potassium and hydrogen bromides, were used 
under a ar y of conditions of catalyst concentration, temperature, 
oxygen f Ol and piperylene purity . 
Under a 1 conditions studied , a large number of oxidation 
produc s tvere formed . !aximum yields of 2,4-pentadienoic acid were 
obta·ned sin0 a coba t cetate bromide catalyst at 85°C. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Classical utoxidation 
Historically, the oxidation of organic compounds has been studied 
1-2 for a considerable period of time . In 1774, Priestly's discovery 
of oxyg n and Lavoisier 's explanation of combustion initiated the start 
of the modern era of chemistry. The first studies performed in the 
nineteenth century associated the deterioration of many organic sub-
stances 'nc uding rubber and natural oils, to the absorption of oxygen. 
These studies were primarily concentrated on inhibiting these proces-
ses . During the turn of the century , organic peroxide formation was 
determined to be involved in these processes. Studies based on the 
cbs rvations made " ' th simple hydrocarbons and molecular oxygen inter-
a t ·on erformed ·n th 1940s led to the development of the free 
r di ch in th ory of autoxidation . This was primarily due to 
Prof ssor G e and his colleagues , notably Farmer and Bolland, who \vere 
then working in the laboratories of the British Rubber Producers 
Assoc· t'on3 4 Th recognized that removal of a hydrogen atom ~:-1as 
the first ste and that a hydroperoxide was the primary product of 
th oxid tion. Th y establish d by kinetic experiments the radical 
re ction qu nc th t led to hydroperoxide formation. 
Homo nee s c t aly · h s r ceived renew d interest during the 
1 t tw n y y Th's · s p rti lly ttributed to the renaissance 
of h m' stry ·n which mpha is has be n placed on the pre-
p ration nd prop rti of c ordin t'on c mpl xes of transition metals. 
2 
Much emphas · s has also been placed upon the understanding of the 
bas · c role of transition metal comp exes in liq id phase autoxida-
tions . 
The liquid phase oxidation of hydrocarbons via olecular oxyg ~en 
provid s the basis for a number of commercial industrial che ·cal 
5-17 proc ss s such as the production of phenol and acetone £rom 
cum ne dipic ac·d from cyclohexane , terephthalic acid fro p- x lee, 
dehyd and vinyl acetate from ethylene and a nu her of others 
T pro sses ut "liz catalysis by transition metal co plexes for 
gr test selectiv"ty and efficiency . 
fan iquid phase o idations known as autoxidations occur 
sp ntaneousl und r relative! mild conditions of temperature and 
o en pr ssur . The are characterized b autocatalysis b the 
produ w"th th simpler or"dations giving rise to high yields of 
h ro ro "de nd th mar complex oxidations giving rise to a ,i e 
r ng of pr ducts . 
a to "d t"ons pr c 
r ction s h me s 
t · n · c est h t g 
Th "s r tion 
( ) niti ti n , (2) 
s n t d by h f 
I n" ti t "on : 
Pr p g tio 
ith £ w xcept "ons the majority of liquid p ase 
ed by a free radical chain mechanism . The basic 
that stabl "shed 3 by Bolland \ho worked lith ole-
v high y "elds of hydroperoxides . 
schern compr s s three t pes of steps . These are 
prop g tion nd ( 3) termination and may be repre-
w ng 
. + 0 2 
n s quen e : 
n Ri 
R 2 
R • + (H ·) (1) 
( 2 ) 
3 
RO • + RH ~ RO H + R • 2 2 (3) 
Termination: 
2RO • 2 
2Kt 
R· + RO • 2 
non-radical products + 02 
(4) 
(5) 
\~ere Ri is the rate of chain initiation and Kp and Kt are respective 
propagation and termination rate constants . Alkylperoxy radicals play 
vital rol s in both the propagation and the termination steps . Hydro-
pero id s R0 2H are usually the primary products of liquid phase 
auto ·d tions and may be isolated in high yields in many cases. Much 
of the current knowledge concerning autoxidation mechanisms has result-
. 18- 21 
ed from the studies of the reactions of alkylperoxy rad1cals and 
the p . 22-25 en h droperox1des , independent of autoxidation . 
t p rtial pressures of oxygen greater than 100 Torr , chain 
term·n tion occurs e elusively via the destruction of two alkylperoxy 
r c (r ct · on 5) . The crosstermination reaction (4) may bene-
glected and th predicted rate expression, under steady- state condi-
tions is giv n by: 
This 
curv 
th n s 
- [RH] 
dt 
xpr ss on 
th r 
O'tv om 
In · tiation 
Cl in 
= = 
ccounts fo r 
ct ·an cc 1 r 
s th sub tr 
niti tion t 
Rp [RH] (Ri ] ~ 
2Kt 
the familiar s-shaped 
t es as hydroperoxide 
te is us d up . 
[1] 
oxidation/time 
is built up and 
prim ry production of free radicals 
4 
R- 26 • These radicals may arise by (a) heat, light or ionizing radia-
tion, (b) by adding initiators which thermally decompose into radicals, 
(c) by thermal decomposition into radicals of the hydroperoxide pro-
duced in the reaction , (d) by the reaction of a metal catalyst with 
hydroperoxides to form radicals, (e) by direct reaction between oxygen 
and the substrate which is thought to be operative only at high temper-
atures and (f) by reaction of the substrate and a metal ion in a higher 
state of oxid t1on . Of these , the thermal decomposition of the alkyl 
hydroperox·d represents a major source of free radicals in autoxidation 
reactions. 
If initiation involves simple unimolecular homolysis of the 
alkyl hydroperoxide the initiating steps can be represented as: 
ROOH RO · + · OH (6) 
RO · + RH ROH + R· (7) 
• OH + RH (8) 
wher k1 is the rate constant for hydroperoxide decomposition . It is 
observed th t substantial amounts of RH are attacked by alkoxy and 
hydroxy radic ls gener ted from the thermolysis of the hydroperoxide . 
Prop g tion 
Pr g tion is the rep tition of a pair of reactions (2) and 
(3) wh· h produc one molecule of hydroperoxide, and regenerate the 
R· r d·c 26 Th ddition of the radical (R·) to oxygen is extremely 
rapid for n rly 11 hydrocarbon radic ls. There£ re, only alkylperox 
5 
radicals are of importance in chain propagation and termination 
reactions except at a very low partial pressure of oxygen or with very 
3 27 
reactive organic substrates ' . At partial pressures above 100 Torr, 
the rate controlling step in autoxidations is hydrogen transfer from 
the substrate to the alkylperoxy radical, reaction (3) . The rate 
constants for hydrogen transfer from a similar compound can be roughly 
correlated with the exothermicity of reaction (3). 
In the absence of major steric effects, the rate of reaction 
(3) dep nds upon the carbon hydrogen bond strength, the resonance 
stabilization of the alkyl radical being formed 3 ' 28 , and the availa-
29- 31 bility of electrons at the carbon-hydrogen bond being broken . 
Alkylperox radicals, being relatively stable and unreactive, 
are quite se ective and preferentially abstract the most weakly 
bound hydrogen .. The sel ctivity of alkylperoxy radicals is similar to 
that of rorn·ne . The relative rates of attack on the primary, second-
ary nd tert· ry C-H bonds of 2-rnethyl pentane are roughly in the 
32 
order :1:30:300 . 
Prop g tion rate canst nts have been found to depend not only 
u on the sub trate but also upon the nature of the attacking alkylperoxy 
rad·c 1. The e rate constants are measured experimentally by carrying 
out the utoxidations of various substrates RH in the presence of 
mod rat one ntr tions of an lkyl hydroperoxide R~0 2H. Under these 
conditions 11 of t alky p roxy radic ls derived from RH undergo 
ch in tr n f r with th dd d hydroperoxide, 
(9) 
6 
and the rate controlling propagation and termination steps are repre-
sented by: 
non-radical products 
The overall rate of oxidation is given by: 
-a[Oz] 
at = 
~ Rt 2 
[ )
k 
k p[RH] 2k ... t 
(10) 
[2] 
and determination of the absolute rate constants gives the "crossed" 
propagation rate constant, k~p . 
In Table I the rate constants, k~p, for reaction of several 
substr t ~ith tert-butylperoxy radicals are compared with the rate 
constants kp for reaction with their own peroxy radicals. 
Table I also sho\..rs that the reactivities of peroxy radicals are 
strongly depend nt on their structure. Reactivities are influenced by 
b h . d 1 ff 12' 19' 33 d . 1 . h ot ster1c an po ar e ects , an 1n genera , 1ncrease as t e 
electron withdrawing capacity of the a substituent increase . Acyl-
p roxy r die ls which possess a strong electron- withdrawing substit-
uent ar consid rably more reactive than other alkyperoxy radicals . 
This is seen in th c se of the benzoylperoxy radical which is 4 X 104 
times more r ctiv th n the tert-butylperoxy radical . 
Th re r dditional possibilities for chain propagation in the 
autoxid tion of ol f·n . Th se reactions involve the addition of the 
7 
TABLE I 
Rate Constants per Labile Hydrogen for Reaction of Substrates 
With Their Own Peroxy Radicals, (kp )2o and With 
tert-Butylperoxy Radicals (k~p) at 30°C 
Substrate 
octene-1 
cyclohexene 
cyclop nt ne 
2 3 Dirnethylethyl 
butene-2 
to en 
ethylb nz n 
cum ne 
ter t lin 
b nzyl e th r 
b nzyl chlor · de 
b nzyl rom·d 
b nz d hyd 
Structure 
0 
0 
~ P2H5 
CH -C-C=CH 3 l 2 
CH3 
@-cH3 
@-c2Hs 
@-cH(CH3)2 
@-o-@ 
@-ca2c1 
@-cH2Br 
@-ao 
-1 -1 kp(M sec ) 
0.5 
1.5 
1 .7 
0.14 
0.08 
0.65 
0.18 
1.6 
7.5 
1.50 
0.6 
33 000 
-1 -1 k~p(1 sec ) 
0.084 
0.80 
0.85 
0.14 
0.012 
0.10 
0.22 
0.5 
0.3 
0.008 
0.006 
0.85 
kp/k~p 
6.0 
1.9 
2.0 
1.0 
6.7 
6.5 
0.9 
3.2 
25.0 
190.0 
100.0 
-40 ,000 
alkylperoxy radical to the double bond 
I / 
RO C- C· 
21 
followed by reactions that lead to epoxide formation, 
I / 
RO C-C· 
21 
/0 / 
-+ c-c + RO · 
I 
or polyperoxide formation 
I / 
RO C-C· + o2 21 
+ etc. 
fuch of the present knowledge of the addition mechanism of 
8 
olefin auto idation resulted from the studies of F . R. Mayo and his 
34-37 
covorkers . They noted that the abstraction of hydrogen from the 
olefin by alkylperoxy radicals occured exclusively at the reactive 
allylic position . Abstraction and addition are competing processes 
in olef·n o id tions. The ratio of addition to abstraction products 
s strongly dependent on the structure of the olefin as mentioned 
earlier. 
Termination 
Und r normal conditions of autoxidation, termination steps 
occur solely by the reaction of pairs of alkylperoxy radicals, which 
combin to form unstabl tetroxides or polymeric peroxides: 
or 
2 0 • 2 
2RO • 2 + ROOR + 02 
(11) 
(12) 
Th modes of d composition of the tetroxides are dependent on 
18-21,38,39 
the structure of the alkyl group 
9 
The termination product ROOR is a peroxide and can itself, act 
as an init.ator26 . This is thought to be important at high tempera-
tures. Because of this, and because of lower oxygen solubility and the 
fact that reaction (3) has a higher energy of activation than reaction 
(2), it is possible that at high temperatures, termination takes 
place ma·nly by reaction (4) with a consequent alteration in kinetics 
and products of the oxidation. 
The ov ra ate of autoxidation of a substrate is detemined 
t en by both the propagation rate constant, Kp, and the termination 
r te cons ant Kt as given in Equation 1. Table Ir20 lists approxi-
mate rat constants for various peroxy radical terminations. It is 
seen ·n T b e II that the lower rates of autoxidation for primary and 
secon r hyd oc ons \-Ihen compared to tertiary hydrocarbons is not 
only du to the lo er reactivity of the C-H bonds in the former but 
also s·gn ic ntl high r rates of termination of primary and secondar 
alky pero radicals. Primary and secondary peroxy radicals can also 
termin t . . 40 r action chains by way of a cyclic transltlon state 
CH3 CH3 H-0 CH3 0 o-o I II 
2 CHOO· -+ c1-~~· o -+ c6H5CHCH3 + ' c=o + 0 / / '1Ptro/ / 
C6H5 C6HS I C6H5 
c6H5CHCH3 (13) 
T p r xy r di s t rmin te reaction chains less read-
ily, sine th y 1 k 
4 -46 
ssum d th t th s 
hydrog n atom on the a c rbon. It is generall 
r die 1 undergo non-t rmin tin 0 interacti n 
TABLE II 
Approximate Rate Constants for Various 
Alkylperoxy Radical Terminations at 30°c20 
AlkylEeroxy Radical 2Kt - 1 - 1 (M sec ) 
HO • 2 7.6 X 10
5 
Primary RCH2o2 • 10
7 
Secondary R2CH0 2 • 10
6 
T rtiary R3co2 • 10
3 
10 
11 
to produce alkoxy radicals, 
+ (14) 
wh'ch may dimerize, possibly while still in the same usolvent cage", 
46 disproportionate with the transfer of an alkyl group , decompose, or 
abstract a hydrogen from the substrate . 
Effect of ' etal Ions 
1 ch nism of R dox C t lysis by Transition Metal Complexes 
- El ctron and Ligand Transfer Processes . 
The mechanisms of e ectron transfer processes involving metal 
ions have been studied by Taube, Gould Reynolds, Kechi, etc . in 
47-54 
rec nt ye rs It is now generally agreed and recognized that 
o ' d t'on- d c ion react ' ons involving metal ions and their complexes 
are of two t s : nn r spher (ligand transfer) and outer sphere 
(el ct on t nsf ) r ct·ons . Prototypes of these two processes 
ar sho m by th fo lowing r actions . 
Electron tr nsfer (outer sphere) : 
+ 
+3 2+ Cr . + Co ( rn
3
) 6 (15) 
4 - 1 - 1 (K = 10- liter mole sec ) 
gan tr n f r (inn r h re): 
Co( H3)5C 2+ + Cr2+ CrC12+ + G. ( + t 4 1 1 
( 5 lit· r m ~ 1 - 1 - 1 = 6 sec 
It is not d th t dur'n t n r n t · n · t ' r -
d'natio ph r s of m t 1 'on m n ' nt t. In tr li 
12 
transfer react"ons proceed via a bridge activated complex in which two 
metal ions are connected by a common bridging ligand. 
These concepts of electron and igand transfer have been 
applied to the oxidation and reduction of organic substrates by metal 
55-58 + 
complexes . Therefore, the interconversion of carbonium ion (R ) , 
free radical (R·), and carbonion (R-), can result from one equivalent 
change as depicted belo\v. 
+ +e 
R+ ' 
..... 
R· R 
-e '-e 
(17) 
J. Kochi58 59 showed that redox reactions of organic sub-
strates with met 1 species involving one equivalent changes in the 
o id tion state of the met 1 would generate free radical intermediates . 
H a so d t rm 'ned in th · s '\vork that '"hether the subsequent reaction 
betw n f e r di and metal complex occurs via electron 
trans er or nd tr nsf r was largely dependent upon the nature of 
the g nd. unif" d theory of the mechanisms of the oxidation of 
alkyl r die ls by copper(II) complexes was proposed b \.J'aters and 
K h.57-58 oc 1 'vhich is b sed on the hard and soft acid-base (HSAB) class-
if"c ion bl" h d p nd oth 60-61 When the metal is n s 
bonded to h rd l"g nd su h as the c t te ion, the reaction prefer-
enti y occurs t th m t tom (. 1 ctron transfer) . When 
th m t 1 s bond to soft lig n u h s bromid or iodide ion, 
th r ct · n o cur pr m r y on th li n nd n t m tr nsfer 
( nner sph r ) m h n m u u lly pr v il 0 
W"th the nc pt n mind nd th r pl b m t 1 i n ' 
13 
and their complexes in the catalysis of oxidation reactions via homo-
lytic mechanisms i is seen that the catalytic action of metal 
complexes may ·nvolve any of the various initiation, propagation, 
and termin tion steps outlined earlier. 
The participation of a metal catalyst in autoxidations can 
therefore be divided into the following groups: (a) reaction with 
pero ides· (b) reaction with substrate· (c) reaction with oxygen· 
and ( ) ·on r.1· t lkoxy and alkyl peroxy radicals. It has been 
observed that the latter (d) leads to inhibition rather than to 
. 27 
cata ys s . 
Reactions of 
Th re re tensive literature references concerning metal-
cat . 62-63 yzed d compos'tions of perox1des . For the purpose of this 
pap con n t · on r. • 1 pr ·m rily b pl ced upon reactions of metal 
comp s r.v't th kyl hydroperoxid s. 
A. Alkyl H ropero 'des 
Th mo t commonly accepted pathway for catalysis of liquid 
ph se autoxid tion r a tions involves the metal catalyzed decomposition 
of lky hydrop roxid s. Denisov and Em nuel provided much information 
concern·ng th rol s of m t 1 compl x s in oxidations based upon 
studi s und non utoxid'z'ng ondit' ns· that is, by examining the 
de ompos·t·on of lkyl ydrop roxid s alon in an inert atmosphere and 
an in rt s lv nt 64 . Th r pid d omp sit'on f alkyl hydroperoxides 
in hydro rb n olutions in th pr s nc of tr e amounts of iron, 
mangane e cob lt 64-66 nd copp r n pthenat s h s also b en observed . 
The t wo r eactions of hydrop eroxides, 
RO H + 1(n-l)+ 
2 
R02H + 
n+ 
+ 
+ RO· + Mn+ + HO 
14 
(18) 
(19) 
sugges t s a catalytic r eac tion is feasible since there is a regenerative 
pa t h-c;vay for t he metal compl ex t o r eact again with an alkyl hydro-
p ro~id Hov v r it is s ugges t ed t ha t i f a particular metal ion is 
c p b e of ff cting only one of t hese r eac tions, stoichiometric and 
not a catalytic decomposition of the a l ky l hydroperoxide would be 
e pected . Ioreover metal complexes are described to initiate radical-
induced cha ' n decompo ition of t he hydroperoxide. Therefore a metal 
ion cou d produc r dicals via reactions (18) or (19) which then causes 
t he rad · c 1 ch n decomposition t o occur : 
In t h · s r 
r a t er th 
I 
hydrop r 
2RO · 2 
ction 
n a t 
equ nee 
ys t. 
i po ss ib l to 
x ·d nto f ou g 
R02 • + ROH 
t he me t a l i on is 
d 'v'd th m tals 
u s: (i) m t 1 
(20) 
(21) 
acting as an initiator 
that react with the alkyl 
that effect reaction (18), 
( i . ) me t tha p rt· p t e n tion (19), (iii) metals that are 
nvolv d n b t , and ( ·v) m t ls th t ff t het rolytic re ctions of 
the hydrop r xid s . Oth r rout s th t do n t inv lv h nge in the 
oxid tion st t of th c t lyst r 1 o po "bl f r h m 1 tic 
decomposition of the alkyl hydroperoxide1 . 
1etals th t Effect and Participate in Reaction 
15 
When the m tal has two oxidation states of comparable stability, 
reactions (18) and (19) occur concurrently. Cobalt and manganese 
compounds are among the most effective catalysts for autoxidation since 
they are ble to "nduce the catalytic (as opposed to stoichiometric) 
decomposition of alkyl hydroperoxides: 
queous solution : 
R0 2H + Co(II) ~ RO· + Co(III)OH (22) 
R0 2H + Co(III) ~ R0 2· + Co(II) + H+ (23) 
onpol r so v nts: 
+ RO• + Co(III)OH (24) 
or 
In qu o 
R0 2Co(II) + RO· + Co(III)O 
R0 2Co(III) t R02· + Co(II) 
(25) 
(26) 
ol t"o out r- h re electron transfer between metal ions 
and lkyl hydr p o "d s (r actions 22 and 23) is expected to be favor-
abl . In nonp r solv t 
v·a th orm t" n £ inn 
over 11 r t"on n titut 
p roxid into lk xy nd lky p 
tr n t n fer is sugg st d to proceed 
v 1 ntly b nd d complexes. The 
yt· d comp ition of the hydro-
ls: 
+ RO 2 • + RO • + H 2 (27) 
16 
Cobalt compounds are generally the more effective catalyst and have 
recel.·ved the most attentl.'on22 ' 67 - 68 . 0 · · h · k ne 1.mportant po1.nt t at 1s ept 
in m'nd f om these studies is that radical- induced chain decomposition 
via reactions (20) and (21), is always in competition with decompo-
sition vi the for going cycle. 
H' tt 22 t a . stud"ed the decomposition of solutions of tert-
butyl hyd opera ide ·n ch orobenzene at 25°C in the presence of catal-
ytic mo nts f cob ron cerium, vanadium and lead complexes . 
The t'me r quir for complete decomposition of the hydroperoxide 
varied from a fe,., m ·nut s for cobalt carboxylates to several days for 
lead n pht e ate. Th products consisted of approximately 86% tert-
butyl ohol 2% d'-t rt-b t 1 peroxide, and 93% oxygen, and were 
indep nd n of th c st. radical induced chain decomposition of 
69 the usu yp a redox decomposition of the hydroperox-
p u to .. p n these results. ~-lhen react ions 'tv ere 
carried out in lk ne solvents (RH) shorter kinetic chain lengths and 
lower y · lds of ox n nd di-tert-butyl peroxide were observed due 
to compet'n hydrogen tr nsfer of tert-buto ry radicals with the sol-
vent. 
Camp tit' n b twe n met 1 ion-indued and radical- induced 
d comp 't"on of a k 1 by ro id s s ffected by several factors . 
First, th c mp t't" n s in u n d by th rel tiv oncentrations 
of th m t mp1 n th hydr p r x ' d t high cone ntrations 
of th hydro rox'd t 'v to th m t 1 ompl X 11 ox radi als 
w' ll mp t ff t ' v y with th m t 1 ompl ,. f r th h drop ro "id . 
17 
Competition is also influenced by the nature of the solvent as noted 
above. Contribut'on from the metal-induced reaction is expected to 
predominate at low hydroperoxide concentrations and in reactive 
solvents. The contribution from the metal-induced decomposition to 
the overall reaction · s readily determined by carrying out the reac-
tion in the pr sence of free radical inhibitors, such as phenols, that 
trap the lko 
. 22 . 
t~o . m~ 
radicals and, hence prevent radical-induced decomposi-
_!~. 68, showed that the initial rate of the cobalt 
cata yzed d composition of tetralin hydroperoxide, when corrected for 
the contribution from radical-induced decomposition by the addition of 
an inhibitor ~ s (vithin experimental error) equal to the limiting 
r te o cob lt-c t lyzed auto idation of tetralin under the same con-
dit'ons. Th"s su t d monstr ted that under the autoxidizing condi-
tion ch occurs exclusiv ly via cobalt-catalyzed decem-
pos·t·on f th drop r x 'de . 
Shchenn kova d co-~orkers 70 studied the influence of solvent 
on th r 1 tiv r t s of cobalt-catalyzed decomposition of the hydro-
perc id . In po r solv nts, such as water carboxylic acids, or 
mixtur s f r oxy i c"ds an chlor benzene reaction (22) was 
found to b low r r t rminin step and the cobalt catal st 
was o nd to x'st m om t ly in th d"valent state during the 
re ction. n nonpol r lv nt u h s b nz ne or chlorob nzene, 
r act'on (23) w foun to b th slow r t p and the catalyst w s 
pr s nt mainly 'n th t v t t t . Th r s n for thi dram ti 
solv nt ff ct h s not b n di u s d t ny 1 n th. It h been 
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suggested y Dennisov64 that in aqueous solution, reaction (23) takes 
place on y between ionic species (Co3+ and R02- ) and is very rapid . 
In a h droc rbon medium, in which alkyl hydroperoxide does not disso-
ciate appreciabl this reaction is expected to be very slow . Reaction 
(22) on t e o he h nd may proceed via an inner- sphere , covalently 
bond d complex and should be facilitated in nonpolar, poorly coordina-
ting so nts in \hich complex formation is more favorable . Exchange 
of l'g 
labil 
s n C (II) compl xes which are generally substitution 
s ap'd mp red to Co (III) complexes, \vhich are inert to 
subst· ut·on. u ther point that is considered is that reaction (26) 
th e s (24) is irreversible . The equilibrium constant is r v rs·b 
of re 26 n s prob b y m rkedly dependent on solvent . 
2 ... 
ported th t commencement of the cobalt-catal-
yz d f pur hydro arbons i.e., in nonpolar solvents, is 
ccom y 'd t'on of Co(II) to Co(III) . The transformation is 
eas·ly o rv d y the ch nge in color from pale violet or pink 
[Co(II)l to nt n gr n [Co(III)] . Similarly manganese- catalyzed 
a to ~ · d n w bs v d to st rt \vh n In (II) \vas converted to r1n (III). 
Th n n t'on o Co(III) w s obs rved to reach a maximum during the 
cou s 0 n nd th n d r as d. This m ximum was found to 
co inc d w r nc of ld hyd s in th r cti n mixtures . 
The uthors h w b 1 ul ti 22 that r u tion of C (III ) by n 
a s cond ry u t unted f r th b rved kin tics much better 
th n r d ro ' d . H n th d r a e in on ntration 
of Co( II) t r h d a max'mum w ttri ut d to r duction 
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by aldehydes, which was more facile than reduction by alkyl hydro-
peroxide (reaction 23) . 
T e 1n(II)/ ln(III) system has not been studied in as much 
detail as cobalt . However, the principles discussed above can also be 
applied to the manganese-catalyzed reactions: 
+ 1n (III) OH + RO • (28) 
+ (29) 
As ment"oned bove autoxidation studies22 indicate that reaction (28) 
s much faster th n reaction (29) in hydrocarbon media . The kinetics 
of the re ction be een manganous stearate and n-decyl hydroperoxide 
hav b n s n both meta induced and radical induced decem-
posit"on of h ro ro "d w r observed . 
r Oxygen by fetal Complexes 
Th m st common p thv for catalysis of autoxidations by 
trans"tion m t 1 camp s involves the decomposition of alkyl hydro-
perox'd s . n th r possible route for chain initiation involves 
d' ct oxyg n ctiv t"on. In this proc the complexation of mole-
cul r xyg n y tr n it ion met lo\vers the energy of activation 
fo d"r ct r t"on wit h str t . F r x mple 0 gen co or in-
a ted to rn t m ht b prop rti similar to 
lky p roxy r c nd n h dr g n ran f r \vith a h drocarbon . 
I- - • + RH + - - H + (30) 
7 -75 
M ny authors h v propo d r act' n (30) or variation f it, 
20 
in an ttempt to explain kinetic data . For example, Uri 74 proposed 
the following mechansim for the initiation of cobaltous stearate-
cat lyzed uto idation of methyl linaleate in benzene 
Co(II) + o2 -+ + Co(II)02 (31) 
Co(II)02 + Co(II)XH Co (II) + Co (III)X + H0 2 · (32) 
A number of trans· t ·on metals are knotvn to form stable dioxygen com-
ple4 n m n o these reactions have been found to be reversible 
In the c se of cobalt numerous complexes have been shown to combine 
. h "bl 77 w1t o· en r vers1 e . Since cobalt compounds are also the most 
76 
common cat 1 sts for autoxidations, cobalt- oxygen complexes have often 
been mp c ted ·n ch ·n ·nitiation of liquid phase autoxidations . 
Ho~ r h r s no v"dence for chain initiation of autoxidations 
v n g n v t"on m ch nsim. Kochi1 suggests that such propo-
s ls re b d upon kinet·c evidence alone, and that many authors fail 
to recogniz that conv ntional procedures for purifying substrates do 
not remov th 1 st tr c s of alkyl hydroperoxides from many hydro-
c rho s . H furt er uggests th t it is usually these trace amounts 
of ky hydro erox·d th t r responsible for chain initiation during 
c t yt · r t"on v"th met 1 omplex s . 
Fur h r v nc "nit" tion by dir ct x ~en activ tion 
n th ox t" n o 0 f"n tv s bs rv d by Sheld n with the following 
observ t "on 78 F · r t "on w s obs rv d betw olefins (eg . t' no r en 
cycloh x n 
' 
1-o t n nd n ) and m t 1 d "o g n ompl xes 
Ir02Cl (C ) ( h32 )' N. 2 ( tBuCn) 2 or Rh 2c (C CH3)(PPh3) 2 wh n t h y were 
I 
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heated in an inert atmosphere (nitrogen) . Secondly , no catalysis was 
observ d with these metal complexes in the autoxidation of olefins such 
as styr n that could not form hydroperoxides . It is therefore con-
clud d th t t is tim there is no bonafide evidence for initiation 
of auto i tions by direct hydrogen transfer between metal- dioxygen 
compl d hydroc rbon substrates . 
R Complexes Directly with Substrate and Autoxidation 
T 
h dr r on 
solv nt n 
s m 
Th s 
th m 
pro d 
solv nt 
mounts 
r 
1 s 
r 
mo c mp 
x'd 
and ffor 
h X n . 
of b 
s ct ·v 
c method for car ying out catalytic oxidations of 
ubstrat s has involved the use of hydrocarbon itself as 
mounts of hydrocarbon-soluble metal complexes, such 
s naphthenates, or acet lacetonates, as catalysts . 
r g n r 11 carried out at low conversions to avoid 
f m on. Cat ly is involves redox reactions of 
rm d'ate hydropero'ides . 
s·ng use has been made of an alternative 
n olv'ng th o 'dation of hydrocarbon substrates in polar 
y c ti id, in the presence of relatively lar ge 
m us lly the m t 1 acetate . These reactions 
y r t s f x'd tion h1gh conversions , and 
t ox t' n of h s bstr t For exampl 
' 
the classic 
n f y rri d t to r th r low conversions 
m n y r p 0 hex n 1 and c clo-
t' f h n n c t. id in the presence 
nt f t t t 1 t e ults in 75% 
rm t ' on 0% 79 p c n c nv r n 
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In addition to the usual reactions of the catalyst with the 
intermedi te hydroperoxides, the second type of reaction involves 
direct eaction of the metal catalyst w' th the hydrocarbon substrate 
and/or w'th secondary autoxidation products . Two possible pathways 
are consid r d for the product-ion of radicals via direct interaction 
of m tal o 'dant w'th hydrocarbon substrates . 
Elec ron transfer: 
RH + 1 (0 c)3 + (RH]"t 1(0 c) 2 + A cO (33) 
[RH + R• + H+ . + (34) 
:--~· 
E ctro hillic Substrate: 
RH + 1(0 c) 3 
+ 
·I (0 c) 2 + HO c (35) 
(0 c) 2 • + 1(0 c)2 (36) 
Th v r s lt ·s one- lectron reduction of the metal 
oxidant w n c omp n ·ng formation of the substrate radical (R · ) 
and is th n th pr cesses . The ease of electron transfer by 
a p rt · u id nt · s r t d to their ionization potentials as 
1 · st d · III. Th of 1 ctrophillic substitution of a 
substr t y m t mpl x is xp ct d to parallel that of el ctron 
tr nsf n b tw n th ttv ro s s on tructure 
r ct v · ty 1 n d ' ff' ult . cle r d lin ation 
b tw n th tw es w u b pr vid d by th ervation of th 
int rm a· p · . . th r t' n "t r th ra nometal 0 
Substrate 
lkan s : 
1eth ne 
Eth ne 
Prop ne 
n-Butan 
Isob t n 
n-P nt n 
n-H an 
Cycloh .. e 
lk nes: 
a. 
E hy 
Prop 
1-Bu 
2-B n 
en 
Bu 
n 
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TABLE III 
a Ionization Potentials of Organic Substrates 
I . P . (eV) 
12.8 
11 . 5 
11 . 1 
10.7 
0 . 6 
0 . 5 
10 . 4 
9 . 9 
10 . 45 
9 . 75 
9 . 6 
9. 15 
9 . 2 
9 . 45 
8 . 95 
9 . 
Substrate 
Aromatics : 
itrobenzene 
Benzene 
Fluorobenzene 
Ch1orobenzene 
Bromo benzene 
Toluene 
Ethylbenzene 
Cumene 
0- xylene 
1esitylene 
Phenol 
Anisole 
Aniline 
apthalene 
Biphen 1 
Anthracene 
!ethylnaph talene 
1eth lanisole 
Thioanisole 
cetophenone 
Benz 1 Chloride 
Pyridine 
1eth 1 pyridine 
tert - Butylbenzene 
B zaldeh de 
I.P. (eV) 
10.0 
9.25 
9.2 
9.1 
9.0 
8.8 
8 .75 
8.7 
8.55 
8.4 
8.5 
8.2 
7.7 
8.1 
8.3 
8.3 
7.9 
7 . 9 
8.9 
9.4 
9.2 
9.25 
9.0 
9.35 
9.5 
P tenti ls and H ts of F rmation 
tion 1 Stan rd R f renee D t stem 
196 . 
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Th se two processes are used to exemplify redox reactions 
between metal complexes and hydrocarbon substrates, or secondary autox-
idat"on products . 
79 Baun and Sharp studied the reaction between various olefins 
and Co(III) sa ts in aq eous acid . The rate-determining step was 
cons red to be the formation of the radical cation by one-electron 
ran f r. n qu ous m d "um this radical cation 
+ 
RCH = CH2 + Co(III) RCH-CH2 + Co(II) (37) 
t en r ts \ · h ater to ield a complex mixture of aldehydes, car-
bo 1" ci 
Tl 
r ad· 
g 0 d" r 
trifl oro c 
the form 
t 
on v 
ket n s and d"enes . 
on - ctron oxidant cobalt(III) trifluoroacetate, 
d h 1 mbient temperatures to afford ethylene 
or c 
80 
t The o idizing properties of cobalt(III) 
·n trifluoro cetic cid are suggested to be due to 
d "ssoc · t"on of cationic species, such as 
+ Co Co 2cc 3) 2 wh"ch r very strong oxidants (ele trophiles). The 
fol ow ·n tron 
of hy n 
n f r m h nisrn is s gested for the oxidation 
CF C 
(38a) 
(38b) 
[CF3co 2cH2] 2 + C ( CCF3) 2 
(39) 
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The ox'd t'on of cycloh xene under the same conditions afforded a 
vari~ty of products including cyclohexenyl and cyclohexyl trifluro-
acetat s 2-cyc ohe anediol ditrifluoroacetates, and a number of 
un en 'f' d compon nts. The complex mixture of products is thought 
to b formed v rearrangement of various cationic intermediates sub-
s q ent to the 'nit' electron transfer process . As a preparative 
metho th o ida ion of a k nes under these conditions suffers from 
I I 
c-e-o ccr I l 2 3 
(40) 
The o id t'on of olefins by manganese(III) acetate in acetic 
'd81-83 ac r u n h formation of lactones 
H H 
I I 
C =CHR + In(O )3 R-C C-R (41) ) I ( 
0 /CH2 II 
0 
and is n logous to th fo mat·on of 1 ctones during the lead tetra-
acet i fins 83 Th ed mechanism in o1\ed the t on 0 . propo 
addit'on £ r 0 ym th 1 r die ls formed b th addition of acetic 
ac'd In (I ) f 1 d b oxid of the resulting radi al . 
n th 4'"id t. n f ol f'n b 1n (III) is 
th pr n T X t' n f 1 hex n b 1n (III) 
c t t n t 7 oc ~ f n t ut diti n 
of pot urn p r t' n . c 1 h n 1 t te li 
form d 83% 4 n 
Ox'd t'on k n 1 m n - nd b v 1 
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been reported to proceed with oxygen in acetic acid and in the presence 
of cata ytic f . 85 mounts o cer1um acetate . It is assumed that reoxida-
tion of C (III) to Cerum(IV) is a vital step in the catalytic cycle 
aft r el c ron tr nsfer (equation 38) . Ketones, esters and aldehydes 
have been o i ized by ln(III) and Ce(IV) acetates to give r adicals tha t 
can add to o fins to form a variety of products . For example t he 
o ida ion of acetone with n(III) or Ce(IV) acetate in the presence of 
83 
ol f'ns th o ow·ng proposed reactions 
0 
I 
C 3ccH3 + m(III)(Ce(IV)) 
0 
I 
CH3cc 2 · + RCH=CH2 
0 
0 
II + CH3CCH2· + 1n(II)(Ce(III)) + H 
(42) 
(43) 
0 
II 
RCHCH 2cH2CcH3 + (0 c) 3 o C (0 
II 
R?HCH2CH2CCH3 
0 c (44) 
A rom 
Th t lyz d 0 ,.id tion of lkylated aromatic hydro-
c rbons fo ms b s s or a n mber of important industrial processes 
such s th rn nuf tu of r phth ic 'd b th liquid ph e 
ox'd 86-87 Th se oxidations are usually carried out n o p- y n 
in ac t'c n t p sence of high c n entrations of cob lt and/or 
m ng n s t tog th \ . th v rious promoters such as 
met br m'd h r k t n Th e oxid ti ns hav · e n 
fo nd to nv t r t'on b tw n the rom ti hydr arb n 
and th m a ' d nt . 
D w r n c w k r 88 t d ' d th t i h " m t ric ox ' d tion of 
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a number of romatic ethers, and amines in acetic acid . The i nver se 
depen ence on the rate of n(II) concentration was interpreted as a 
reversib e e ectron t ansfer o ·da ion by n(III) to form the aroma t ic 
radica c t ' on follow d by rate determin·ng loss of a proton . The 
resu tnt b nz ic radical is ox'dized furt er by n(III) . The over all 
sto ' ch'ome r for the o idation of p-metho tolue e is illustrated by 
the fo lo~ing qu t'on. 
HO c 
The c t c p oces may b represented as : 
In th . 
c + n(I ) 
+ [ rC 3 • 
+ rC 2 + 
h m th t f 
+ [ rC 3] . + n(II) 
rCH · + H+ 2 
+ 
rCH2 + In (II) 
0 ' d t' 
0 th m t' sub t 
tr ns m h m . 
In n s 0 0 ' d n \v h II t 
0 lky nz n by tr n oxid nt c (III) a 
invo v n y c nsf r . ~-~ r n rl,. 
ox ' d t ' on r £ lky b nz b c (III ) 
(45) 
( 46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
the ionization 
nt ~ith an electron 
t the X ti n 
t 
9 tudi the r 
p r hl r t n 
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aqueous c ton·trils. They observed a correlation between the reac-
tivity of the arene and the ionization potentials of the hydrocarbon 
'tvhich va comp tible w · th the formation of radical cations in an 
elec ron ransfer process. 90-91 Other authors observed that the 
relativ ates of oxidation of alkylbenzenes by Co(III) acetate in 
acetic ac r the r verse of what vould be expected for a classical 
freer d' 1m chanism. Fo example toluene is oxidized approximately 
t n f 90 s cum ne Sim'larly in the stoichiometric 
'd t' b C (III) . . ·d92 d o~~ on o p-cymene y o acetate ~n acet1c ac~ , pro uct 
form t'on occurr d virtually exclusively via reaction at the methyl 
group o v p-·so opyl benzyl acetate and p-isoproplybenzaldehyde . 
c 3 CHO 
c ( 
(81%) + 
(50) 
(15%) 
c 
By co 'd t'on of p-cymene by ln (III) acetate 92 gave products s 0 
deriv ctions of 'nt rm di te p-cym 1 and carboxy meth 1 
r d'c n in th t r ction did not proceed via electron trans-
r . y th cob 1 ac t t c t 1 zed autoxidation of p- cymene 
af£ rn n y p- s pr py b nzoi .d92 Cl d r ed from the selective 
ox'd th m thy g up . [ n n se te involved a ,tal zed 
au o h g v m n y -t ui nd its precursor p-
h n n hy t lu n s c-but ltolu ne and 1 1-di(p-
t y ) th n m y f du t m inl d riv d fr m idati n 
of th m thy r 
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Thes results can be reconciled by a mechanism involving 
revers'ble formation uf a rad ' cal cation by electron transfer oxidation 
of th 1 h droc rbon by Co(III) : 
rCH3 + Co(III) 
+ [ rCH3] · + Co(II) ( 51) 
In th n t t p b nzyl rad·cals are formed from the radical cation by 
loss of ro on : 
+ 
rCI 3 • (52) 
Product are then der·ved from subsequent reactions of the benzyl 
rad · c ,· th Co ( II) acetate 
C 2• + Co( II) 
+ 
rCH 2 + Co(II) 
Ho c 
or und 0 z n co d'tions with oxygen 
products . (54) 
The thor s (:)g d91 th t proton loss (reaction 52) \as controlled 
b s r 0 cons'd r ns nd not b the thermod n mic 
st produ In th p f rred conform ti n the tertiar 
hydro n n s r gro f the ymene r di 1 cati n is 
loc n h p n of th b nz n in tv he its int raction 
w h l 7T y m n th r n t s minimiz d . h meth 1 
group n h h r l t th r fr 1 n th 1 of an 
0 0 £ n n orm r tri ted . 
Th rn n n r m n m w s r d Hi 
93 
et al . 
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D spite much -evidence in support of an electron transfer 
mech n'sm fo the ox'dation of aromatic hydrocarbons by Co(III) , 
there ·s s ill much disagreement about the detailed mechani sm, 
espec· lly ~ith 1 ss reactive alkyl aromatics . Several detailed 
kin tic stu · of these reactions have been carried out both in the 
9 -95 96-97 
absenc and presence of oxygen . The kinetics of these 
react'on om c d by the fact that cobaltic acetate in acetic 
acid e i ts s dim ric -hydroxo species which if formulated as 
98 ( c0) 2c (OH) 2Co(O c) 2 . ·loreover the rate determining step in 
reaction (51)-(53) rna r for different hydrocarbons depending 
upon he t of th radical cation that is formed . 1ost authors 
c n 'd n (51) to be re ersible . However, reactions (52) 
nd (53) m r v rs'bl . If 't is assumed that reaction (53) 
is r t d th rate f r ction in the absence of ox gen 
sho d b n order in Co(III) concentr tion and independe t of 
Co(II) con i n . Such kin tics have been observed in practice90 
Th x'd ti n of r m ti h dr rb ns re enhanced 
of n th pr nc of h i n . Bromid ions ha e 
b n fo nd h v p d yn i t~ ff ct n cob lt- nd man-
ti h 67 9- 106 g n s - z u r m r r n 
Th d ' s ov r r v n mp rt nt bre in th 
m nuf c pl h Th rm 1 b t - t 
autox ' d t' f - y n b ·v p-t 1 id n furt r .... i ti n 
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is very slow. In the presence of sodium bromide, further rapid 
oxidat'on takes pl ce and terephthalic acid is formed in near quanti-
tat ·ve y ds . 
T add't'on of an equimolar amount of hydrogen bromide to 
cob lt(II) ac t te in cet'c acid produces cobalt acetate bromide . 
Co(O c) 2 + HBr Co(O c)Br + HOAc (55) 
H nd B n h rd 67 b l'eve this to be the active catalyst 
n t 0 t'on of hydroca bons. p-Xylene is readily oxidized to 
er phth c c·d t tmospher·c pressure and at temperatures as low 
a 60°- 00°C. Tetr lin ·s o idized rapidl at room temperature to 
n T cti cataly t is lso formed from cobalt(II) 
t n m 1 brom'd vi th equilibrium . 
Br Co(O c)Br + 0 c (56) 
H'gh on ntr i ns o c t st (approximate! 0 . 1 1), were required 
for op 'mum r ction r t s . Other metal ions such as cerium and 
m ng n h h m f ct but to rn re limited extent . one 
0 th ns nv t appr ach d bromide in activity . 
Hydro n m n of aut xid t'on of curnene 
67 Th ' s . 
r t nh nc m n n th b si f qu tions [57] 
[58] 59J ul v st and c ~vork rs 07 U h I 
RO • + H OH + Br · [57] 
B • + H HBr + 
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ROO· [59) 
Such sch me by ·tself is thought to be insufficient to explain the 
accel r ting effect of hydrogen bromide on cobalt-catalyzed autoxida-
tions ~h re optimum rates vere achieved only in the presence of both 
hydro en brom·de and cobalt . One of the functions of the Co(II) may 
be to m int in he concentration of hydrogen bromide at a sufficiently 
0\ v by r ct·on (55) in order to prevent the acid catalyzed 
r e rr n0 ment of ralk 1 hydroperoxides to phenols . A second function 
of th cob lt m b o reconvert benz lie bromides, formed during 
r o bromid ion in order to maintain the catalyst. Thus, 
d ·tion of coba t(II) tate to a ~arm solution of benz 1 bromide 
n c i 
t 
c·d ·mmed· t y gen r ted n intense blue color of cobalt 
m·d 67 
+ Co(O c)Br + PhCH 20Ac (60) 
The rat enh n ·n e feet of bromide ion has been explained by a 
s hem nvo v·ng h fo m tion of bromine atoms via electron transfer 
ox t. no br m'd ·an by Co(III): 
Co( II) + Br C (II) + Br · (61) 
(62 
(63) 
ArCH 2 2• + Co(II) ArCHO + C (III) H ~ Co(III)Br 
(64) 
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R action (61) occurs instantaneously on mixing Co(III) acetate with 
1 . h' b 'd . - . ' d 67 t ~urn rom e n acetlc acl . A trace of tert- butyl hydroperoxide 
is r quir to ·n·t·ate these reactions . Oxidation of Co(II) by 
hy rop rox'de prov ' ded the Co(III) necessary for reaction (61) . 
In the presence of bromide ion there is no direc t apparen t 
reac on of Co(III) with the hydrocarbon substrate in contrast to 
cob t-c t yzed toxid tions carried out in the absence of bromide . 
Th t h nt mech ns'ms are operating is illustrated by 
the r at· e rates of oxidation of alkylbenzenes catalyzed by cobalt 
ace t compared to rates obtained in the presence of added bromide 
n (T b I). In he presence of bromide ion, the relative reactiv-
'ti on t n \.J. t m c an ism nvo ving attack by bromine 
om b n t ving e ctron t ansfer . Ho,ever since the 
n b t n the t\ 0 series are not large, it 
s sugg h t th discr pane c n probabl be attributed to the 
b brom·n toms to t e different conditions (solvent temper-
tur ) und ..rh' h th selectivities were measured . The rates of 
C ( I ) 
9 
on 
w 
r 
n 
h 
T 
n 
m 
m t n £ 
ha 1 o b n repo ted to be enhanced b chloride 
ion of t lu n b Co(III) ac t te in ceti a i 
m r th n ' el f r th r tion t 65°C ut 
th n ,., h u t r m t roper tur in t1 r n f 
i h'um h i Th pr u t nd r 1 i 
v u k lb \ t t \ i h n 1 t-
m nh t·i ut t 
l 
. h nti C (I m 1 .. f 
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TABLE IV 
Rel tive Reactivi ies of Hydrocarbons Toward Cobalt Oxidation 
Relative reactivity (Eer active hydrogen) 
Co(O c) 3 Co(OAc) 2- aBr RO • 2 Br · 
(65 °C) (60°C) (30°C) (40°C) 
To u n . 0 1.0 1 . 0 1 . 0 
Eth b nz n .. 3 8 . 3 9 . 3 17 
Cume e 0 . 3 16 . 8 15 . 9 37 
p- ho ytolu ne 71 3 . 4 
Dur ne 275 3.8 
p- n 0.3 1.5 
R n 24 134 124 139 
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06 Holtz compared the oxidation of alkylaromatics wi t h two differ en t 
c t yst systems , Co(O c) 2-HC1 and Co(O c) 2- aBr . Oxidations wer e 
c rr· d o t at h ·gh temperatures (182°C) which are comparable to 
condit · ons of cormnercia processes . Oxidation of p- tert- butyltoluene 
nd 2 2-b · s(p-tolyl) propane in acetic acid , in the presence of 
Co(O c) 2- Br g ve the corresponding carboxylic acids in high yields . 
y 
s 
CH 3 
H3C 
n r 
Co(O c) 2- aBr 
0 c 0 2 182
6 C 
Co(O c) -2 B 
HO 0 2 182°C CH3 
X t. ns c t 1 z d 
COOH 
(6 5 ) 
(94%) 
COOH 
(66) 
H3C CH3 
COOH (98/.') 
Co( c) 2- HC1 were much les 
n -bu ltolu n g v c n id r bl am unts f products 
u t n f om c-c b c v 
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COOH CHO 
Co(O c) 2HC1 + + 
HO c o2 182°C 
CH3 CH3 
COOH COOH COOH 
+ + 
(67) 
Th s r sul r xpl ·ned by r dical mechanism involving bromine 
nd ch or n m as h c in ransfer agents, respectively, since 
•t s n ct or·n oms re much less selective than bromine 
toms. Ch o nd to attack tert- butyl toluene at the 
methyl ou nth b nz ic nd B po itions (i . e . tert- but 1). 
Brom·ne atoms on th oth r hand react selectively at only the benzylic 
methy grou . In g n r 1 th ox·dation of aromatic hydrocarbons, 
carr ou w· h high con ntr tions of cobalt catalyst involve the 
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The relative rates of these processes are dependent on several 
f ctors : (1) the ionization potential of the hydrocarbon, (2) the 
o 'd tion pot nti 1 of the anion in which the relative ease of oxida-
t'on · ·n the ord r Br > Cl >> AcO and (3) the temperature . 
Decompo · 'on of the Hydroperoxide and Formation of Secondary Reaction 
ts 
Th n r of he products and the mechanism by which they 
r ·q 'd p a e o 'd tion of h drocarbons has long been a 
subj ct of controvers . Invariably a number of reaction products are 
form db d omp s't'on of the h dropero ide. The oxidation of n-
h pt n 
108-109 
m· tur of 'someric heptanones · the oxidation of 
oc n n n an g ve m· ture of octanones, nonanones , and 
d r nd th idation of cyclohexane gave 
c h non . 
po'nt of o gen attack in the hydrocarbon chain 
\ s t rn jor bj c under q st'on. This problem has been largely 
k D d Ed 111 d h by r c nt wor . Pop ystra an gar suggeste t at 
d f ' r t t th end of the chins (i . e . at a me t hyl 
gr nd r nch d ch ·n d octanes studied; it was con-
s h h w s f -m d pos ibly vi peroxid whi h 
h n un rw n x ' d t'v d r d tion to ld h de f h rter 
h · n ngth y r n rbon dioxid or carb n monoxide . 
On th h nd v n v t 112 st di d th products from utox-
z n n d h t tt k t k pl c pref r nti lly at 
th 2-po 't "on . 
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In another mechanist ' c scheme for the oxidation of long chain 
n- 1 f d b L . b . 1 113 . d h h c n s put orwar y e1 n1tz et ~· , 1t was propose t at t e 
·n·t · e ction led to either a 1-hydroperoxide, and then a alkanal 
and -a k noic acid or to a 3-hvdropero ide and then to an alkan- 3- one; 
1 ss occurred at c4 and c5 and even less beyond these positions 
n no t c2 . These "<vorkers claimed that their evidence \vas not in 
'th st t'st'c 1 ·stribution of oxygen attack and random 
f' s on . h drocarbons containing tertiary C- H bonds were 
o id'zed ohols and hydro y groups on the tertiary C atoms (for 
e." m 2 5-d·m th 1 hexan-2ol from 2,5-dimethylhexane114) accumula-
ted 0 th v'th c rbon 1 compounds formed by splitting of one end 
0 h lk r r d'c ls f om the tertiary carbon atom . The 
uc t' n of 2-meth hept ne and 2,5- dimethylhexane 
c n d vh' tho of the o idation of 3- methylheptane 
co n d m e h 1 k on nd those of the o idation of triphenyl-
met an on n b nzophon 15 
It · now gen r lly greed that the composition of the products 
om d om o 't' n f th hydropero ide is determined b the ratio 
b tv n th n the ptur of the vari us bonds in the hydro-
ox'd ' t str ctur 66 p m p t to 
Th d 'tion f prim r hrdr p r x'd R- CH200H 
v r t h ~d RCOOH hydro n H2 and n ster 
0 
II RC- -C 2 . n 1 bil int rm di. t . 
n p v'd n p n for th t p f ut .. idati n 
f b r ' tzk 109 pro uct th wing t p w r pr p v 
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RyHCOCH2R ~ RCHO + RCH2COOH . 
OOH 
The pr m ry hydrop ro ide adds to the aldehyde (formed via the above 
rou ) ll•t h form tion of a hydroperoxide which decomposes into 
an c'd an deh nd H2. The H2 was reported to form from a CH2 
gr p s ho an xperiment on the decomposition of deuterated 
h rap ro e RCH 2 on
66
. In this case only H2 \vas formed, and no HD 
or n2 . Th fo o11·n decompos'tion m chanism was assumed : 
Th d 
y c 
hy 
I 
R- H 2 I 
H 
/ 
R-CH 
H 
RCH + RCOOH + H2 . 
OH 
I 
RC 2ooCR 
H 
~ 
m o . t. n £ r·m ry hydroperoxid takes place autocata-
y. Th conne t wit the formation of an 
n m 
Th tly p rt d to form b n ionic r a tion : 
+ 
H 
,u2 9CH2R 0 
+ H+ + 
1l ' + 
R H2 OCHR t CH20 CHR + RCH-0 ~ RCOCH2R + H 
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Th decomposition of s econdary hydroperoxides is observed to 
g ·v r se m · n y to a l cohols and ke tones with the same number of carbon 
a t oms s t he 'n i t' a l hydr operoxid e . The decomposition of tetra- alkyl 
hydrope r o ' d g ve r ise to the corresponding alcohol and ketone 
( t et r on ) 16 This ke t one fo rmation in the decomposition of sec-
ond ry hyd opero ' des t akes place by the interaction of the hydroper-
o ~ · d \~i h f e d ' c s : 
(R:) . ~ R1?HR2 + RO · -+ RlTR2 + ROOH (R H); 2 
OOH OOH 
. . 
R yR2 -+ R1CR2 + OR II OOH 0 
Th C- H on j c n to t erox group is weakened and the radicals 
n om p m n f r om t his group . 
The ohol h b en observed t o fo rm by two reactions : from 
t he ll,.oxy r · c 1 (RO · ) pr odu d i n the cha in-branching reaction : 
ROOH -+ RO · + · OH 
0 · + RH -+ ROH + R· 
n by c h n m h n m nv v 'n th nt r ction of the h drop roxide 
w· th nd th 0 • d ' c 66 e 2 
T omp s on f t erti r y h drope r xid s ar s uggested to 
t k pl c w In th c s £ th prim r nd secondar 
hy ro rox ' d h m ' tion of t rt · ry hydrop r ~ ids may yield 
th co r spond ' ng t r y hols . I n ddition th d composition 
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of a molecule of tertiary hydroperoxide may be accompanied by the 
rupture of the carbon skeleton's tertiary carbon and possibly lead to 
formation of ketone . Thus for example, the decomposition of t-
butyl hydrop roxide 1 d to the formation of tertiary butyl alcohol and 
1 6 
cetone 
T e form tion of cohols in the decomposition of hydroperoxides is 
accompan'ed b the liberat ·on of oxygen or the parallel oxidation of 
0 h th ction mixture 66 compon ts o re . 
Sub Radicals 
Th c ob a vh n liquid olefin reacts with oxygen 
r nt \v g r s : (1) the primary products produced 
in r r d' 1 pr p gat ·on t ps ~vhich require the cornsumption of 
oxyg n nd (2) th sec nd ry products which are produced by subsequent 
i n c nd r ca r act'ons of the initial products . Hydroperoxides 
r a nd mo r ntly exp ides have been found to fit 
qu 1 th'r produ t whose ccurence is only suspected 
or n n o f'ns th p lyp ro id s 118 
Th nt · h t hy r perox ' d po ide , and possibl 
po yp o r pr ·m ry r t' n pr u ts · s d'scussed in term of 
th fo 1 w'n rn h 7 m 
t 
J 
C=C-CH + ROO· 
ROOC-C-CH ~ 
00· 
I 
ROOC-C-CH 
\ a C=C-C · + ROOH ~ 
/ /0 
C-C-CH + RO· -+ -CHO + R ... · 
polyperoxides -+ fragmentation products 
aldehydes 
expoxides 
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ft r ·n·t· t'ng rad·c ls are formed by hydroperoxide decomposition, 
p r d·c 1 rna re ct with the olefin by either alpha hydrogen 
str n ( ) or b d i ion to the double bond (B). Abstraction 
n m t · n n a 1 lie radical which can react with 
o yg n o g n t th s m p ro radical (or its allylic or cis-
r n som r). n t r su of this propagating sequence is to 
y· ld hyd op ro 'd th pr·m r product from saturated hydrocarbons 
nd n r y h c us·v product from olefins such as cyclohexene . 
T es hydro ox·d s n vhich the h droperox group is present in the 
a pos·t·on t do b d m y als 
wh'ch r 
( ) y ' n w'th h ·nit' 
n r t d hal w' h th m 
R-CH-CH=CH + 
I 2 
0 H 
(2) un ' mol u rly w·th h f m 
66 dec mpo e by several routes 
h dr r n w'th the form tion f an 
ru ur as th h dr per xide 
H-CH= H I 2 
H 
n f n un ur t d ale hal nd 
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o g n with the oxygen add i ng at the position of the double bond in 
he mo l ecu e of the a l cohol t o f orm an expoxy alcohol 
RCH- CH=CH I 2 + 
OOH 
d (3) un ·molecularl w'th t he f ormation of a vinyl ketone 
R/ C CH=CH2 
H OOH 
en he doub 
R- fi - CH=CH2 + H20 
0 
e bond s s uff i c i ently r eactive relative to 
- h_drog n d ' t ' on (B) as vell as abs traction (a) takes place . 
the 
The 
pe r 1 ·ntermed · t tvh · ch is f ormed is capable of either 
f rm · n r c (c) 0 reac t i ng f urther with oxygen as sho\m 
n ( ) . b r ct ' on of the v in 1 r adical produced \vas found 
to h 0 tion of additional epoxide and a ketone 
or d h d \v • t h one s c bon than the original olefin . 
Th m ch ni m involve ·n cleavage products resulting from 
p ss ' b m o ·t· n f po l per ox ' de i s till not entirely clear . 
mp n o po p ro ides r expected to give predict-
b prod 
l y n n th f orm ti n f pr ducts derived 
£ om th ut th r and r r ti ns ma take place durin 
f ' n 8 th lud ( ) xid ti n of the ldehydes 0 n n 
n w h h tt 1 s b in f und in th products · 
( ) u h t. n f k n (t ik t n n th n h in scission) 
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or unsaturated alcohols · (c) produc tion of esters from alcohols, 
poxides , glycols acids , and aldehydes ; (d) reaction of hydroper-
o ' d s w'th unsaturated ketones to yield expoxy ketones or peroxy 
ketones · (e) re ct ' on of hydroperoxides wi th epoxides to give peroxides, 
h ' ch und rgo further re ction; (f) rearrangement of epoxides and 
0 co s to c bony compounds or unsaturated alcohols; and (g) forma-
t'on of polymer · c compounds . 
In cons ' d r t ' on of he various mechanisms involved in the 
auto ' d on o o efins an empirical rule established by Bolland for 
det rm ' ning r activit of ol fins has been derived . This rule was 
der·ved from e p r 'men 1 dat on the velocit constants of chain prop-
ag on 
nv t 
on n h . 119 o id tion of olef1ns . All h drocar ons 
er cons·d re s su stitut d prop lenes 
CH -CH=CH 3 2 
1 2 3 
nd 't was hotm th t t rat of ch in propa0 ati n reaction varied 
n ceo d nc tv h th fo lot-ling lat-7S: 
( ) h r p c m n f on or tw h dro 0 n atoms in positions 1 and 
3 by m thy or n th k 1 group incr ases k2 3 · 3n times 
wh numb f lk 1 r u s introduc d into posit ' ons 
nd 3· s ·m pl m t in . t. n h s n effect whatever on 
th m k . 2 
(2) c m nt n H t m in p ition 1 by ph n 1 r up 
ncr y tor £ 23 · 
(3) th p m nt of n H t m in p iti n 1 b n R- CH=CH group 
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incr ases k 2 by factor of 107, and 
(4) the ·nc us·on of the group undergoing autoxidation in a cyclic 
structure add·t·on lly increases k2 by a factor of 1 . 7 . 
Th refer the substances formed by the decomposition of t he 
h drop ro ·des ar ·ntermed·ates in the reaction and during the furthe r 
adv nc of the o "dative process they are converted completely to end 
pro uc s t h"ch re st 1 under the conditions of autoxidation . 
Dow Ch m·cal U.S .. hich funded this project has an interest 
n upgrad"ng th v lu of some of the b -products obtained during the 
r ing o n p h to thy en . long the lines of the discussion in 
h p v ou ·on of h·s paper tt ntion was focused upon 
3-p n nd h l·qu· phas o id tion products of this com-
p n . 
CH =CH-CH=CH-CH CH =CH-CH=CH- CH OH 2 3 [0 2 2 
CH =CH-CH=CH- CHO 2 
CH =CH-CH=CR- OOOH 2 
Th s p od u b s d in nth sizing deriv tives 'ith potential 
u n 
t tv d t m t th iquid h xidati n f 
p y th uti z n g s t atm 
ph p n h 0 r m m t 1 t t t 1 t t , m. 
Th r h n n n qu ntl mpl d in th xi ti n 
0 ky b nz n mu t b n d th t th pi 1 n t m 
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investigated here is a more complex system than the alkene and alkyla-
ted romatic hydrocarbons discussed in previous sections. This is 
due to alterna e reaction pathways (Fig. 1) of the initially formed 
pero ra ca . Th se a ternate pathways are hydrogen abstraction and 
d" ion. Furth r o idation and fragmentation of the products of 
these r act·ons could then lead to a variety of final products . Prior 
·qu'd ph s o k r ported ·n the l·terature has involved simpler 
s stems wh"ch cou d be anticipated to exhibit greater selectivity . 
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EXPERIME TAL 
d' gram of the oxidation apparatus is given in Figure 2 . 
T o ygen supp y consisted of a section of ~ inch diameter copper 
t b'ng fitted with needle valve. The cylinder pressure reduced to 
2-5 PS G by a r gu tor supplied by Victor Equipment Company . A four 
nch 1 n th of th opp tub'ng extended from the needle valve to 
conn t o n 18 inch ngth of ~ inch diameter Tygon tubing which led 
to th f'r ro met r. similar line for nitrogen purge was used 
nd s 0 connect to this rotameter prior to oxidation run pro-
c r . Th h h' tubing flotv of oxygen measured and controlled 
b L'nd Comp ny t m ter entered the reaction flask via 
f n tu 
Th t ·on f sl 500 m· liliter cap city, three neck 
fl k w h h rmot and four indented sides similar to an Ace t pe 
6958 lorton f sk. Th g i 1 t tube 's; 24/40, had a fritted gla s 
po ous t'p of or s'ty d s n tion ce "A", Kimble 170- 220 . The 
f sk w s r d 0 th th rmowell nd gas inlet tube tvould provide 
m x·m m p ddl type stirr r . T mper ture t~ as monitored 
w h nt'f'c m r ury th rmometer fitted into the ther-
m w on pro stirr r y th Arrow Engineering Com-
p ny w th t' n fl k via a ~ 45/50 pyr fitting . 
To th f h r t. n fl sk ~vas fitt d 'g; 24/40 ground 
g s "A " c n oin Th c i n joint w fitt d with rubber . 
septum wh ' ch s rv d s a sampl port; and an Ace la s C mpany Dry Ice 
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condens r. T ·s condenser was used to keep the low boiling hydrocarbon 
·nto the r flask . 
20-·nc length of ~ inch diameter Tygon tubing extended from 
he r ic cond nser vent to a cold trap (Ace Glass Company) and a 
w r fl sk for poss"ble entrapment of any piperylene escaping from the 
r action rn"xtu e as vell as allov for o2 flow throughout the system. 
n ro rn t (c· mont Company) measured the exit flow of 
n nd p ov d m an f r monitoring the course of the reaction. 
To th"s rot met r \aS connected a final ten inch section of~ inch 
t go n t b"n for o tl t or venting p rposes. This outlet tube was 
ven d to th urn ood or conn cted to a ~et-test meter, then vented . 
Th r c \ s · h v cu m gr ase and the stirrer lubricated 
\ . h n ubr"c nt. 
u h heating m ntl b a variable trans-
form r. 
1 
n y of t e sam 1 s of th reaction mixture \vas performed 
by H \v tt-P k d roo 5830 s hrom tograph equipped with a 
f m ion·z n d cto nd 5830 progr mm bl self-integratin0 
ch r r or 
Th o umn u iz n th hrom t raph \vas a six-foot 
n h I n h d" m t r st "nl ss steel tubing packed 
wi h 0% P- 2 0 nd % H3Po4 n -~,J h d Chr mo orb H, 80/100 
mesh 
(S n p ) . Th umn w initi lly nditi n d t 
90°C for r.v d ys t h m rri r flow r t of 30 ml per minut 
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Th syr·nge used for reaction mixture sampling was a Glenco 
10m gl s syr nge w·th Leur Lock fitting graduated to 2/10 ml . 
Th r·ng us for s mple int eduction into the gas chromatograph 
s Gl n o 0 ~ g ass-metal syringe graduated in 1/10 ~1 . This 
n r ns d vith ace one and cleaned with a Precision Scientific 
s ng c e n r ft r sample introduction to keep down syringe clogging 
u p ym z t'on . 
1 s of h r ct ·on m · ,.ture sample was carried out using 
t t progr m Hhich initially held the G.C . column at 75°C for 
p 'od of iv m·n t s then c used the temperature to increase at 
r t 8°C r minu 0 190°C this temperature being maintained 
un k h d ud Th h rt spe d r.vas initially programmed 
r t of 2.5 m m·nut for three· minutes then decreased to 
. 0 m rn·n nt·l p k h d eluded lso . 
Ty th re t' n m ture sampl s produced the large 
r s giv n in T b v. Comparison of the retention times 
for v r ous nd rds •th h' dat as well as Gas Chromatography-
( m -B nd H vell) and the use of an internal 
s n r v giv n in Table VI . 
Tl n t d r fo th programm ble g s chrom to graph 
wh· h p 1 r s to w ight p rc nts which 11 w d for 
t . m n . t . s t.J s pr p red a fall \.JS : a 1 ss 
v w ut ' z ng M tt r b 1 n nd its weight was 
c d T th' h d m v 1 't.J s ad d 10 . 0354 g f r agent 
gr g c ac ti a "d (A 1· d Ch mic 1 C mp ny) olv nt nd its 
p ak 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 
TABLE V 
Peak Retention Times for Reac tion 
ixture Effluent 
umber Retention Peak Size Time (min) 
. 57 major 
. 73 major 
. 80 major 
. 87 major 
1 . 17 major 
1 . 47 variable 
1 . 75 major 
2 . 74 major 
5 . 19 variable 
6 . 23 variable 
7 . 53 trace 
8 . 2 variable 
8 . 81 major 
9 . 44 trace 
0 . 35 major 
10 . 77 major 
11 . 23 t race 
11 . 65 t race 
11 . 96 t race 
2. 69 variable 
13 . 26 trace 
13 . 64 major 
14 . 41 major 
15 . 17 variable 
16 . 22 major 
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TABLE VI 
P ak Identities for Reaction 
Ii ture Effluent 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
2 
3 
14 
5 
16 
17 
18 
9 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Identit 
acetaldehyde 
acrolein 
2- methyl- 2- Butene 
1 3- Pentadiene 
cyclopentene 
c5H60 
Crotonaldehyde 
ethyl vinyl ketone 
c acid 
- entadienal 
ac ·ic acid 
2 4- · n i noic acid 
Tri hl rob n zene 
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w 'ght w s recorded . 1,3-Pentadiene, 0 . 3451 g ( . 005 moles)(Chemical 
S mpl Incorpor t d) was then added to the sample vial and its weight 
\ s r cord Th · s t.Jas designated as reference peak number two . 
2 4-Pent i noic cid 0 . 4923 g (.005 moles) which was prepared in the 
1 bor tor t n dded to he sample vial and its weight was record-
d. Th's pe k s signa ted s reference peak number 3 and the acetic 
'd c mp n n s n d as reference peak number 4 . Each compon-
s h n s me and subtracted from the sample vial weight . 
T res 'ght termed total sample tveight was then recorded . 
Tr·c o o enz n ch sen s the internal standard was then added to 
h t nd rd mi. tur and its r.ei ht vas recorded separately . This was 
d r n urn er 1. This amount 0 . 0178 g, corres-
0 0.103 ht p rce t o th intern 1 standard mixture . 
T . h nz n h n n 'nt rnal standard because of its 
n on t ·m n n rtn s n contr st to cyclohexanone r.v ich was 
'n · t · u T tot 1 sampl tveight was then di ided into 100 
to d t rm n F v lu 'ts weight factor . 
0 . 5 lJ m h' int rn 1 t nd rd mixtur \ s then in-
d d n h g m t gr m and each respectiv component 
r t nt on m \v v 
Th r m f ch omp n nt was th n progr mmed into 
. c. w com n n f r spective weight i n gr ms . The 
~ f ct h d into th T o c • ng with th corr spending 
nd r m u Th t nd r s mpl tva th n nj t d ( . 5 
lJ ) nto h . c. f r xpr 'on of m unts f t rrns f r.vei ht p r nts 
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wh'ch could then be CODverted to molar quantity . This calculation 
w s p rform d in t rms of the amount trichlorobenzene internal stand-
ar pr sent ·n th standard . 
Th analys · s for 1 3- pentadiene , acetic acid, and 2 , 4- penta-
d ' eno·c a id w s on rm d by manual calculation of weight percents 
n camp son to h g . c . calcu ations within the range of standard 
con m o d . Th s were respectively 3.169, 92 . 147 and 
4 . 52 ight p rc nts . This procedure v1as utilized for all samples 
·en d ring 
n 
( k ) 
on 
D 
0 
2 
d cr 
typic r n . 
fo d rminat'on of hydroperoxides and polymeric 
so in estigated . This employed iodine libera-
le ho III 120 s reported by lair and Graupner 
om h s 
on 
s re plott d in Figure 3. H dro-
d here demonstrated that as the 
c · d y· ld · cr se th hydroperoxide concentration 
Th . s du to s subsequen t decomposition and is in 
g od m n tv· h p op s d theory . Data for th polymeric peroxides 
s n h' d 0 not b o -1, i terpre ted . 
Th run m w· th n ~ v ri bl t r tho e with modi-
f ' t 0 s n t r tu nd t ly cone ntr This enabled 
v 1 v n Y d nd at lyst tivity . Thi series 
of runs u z q u 49% HB (F'sh r Sc nt ' fic) and ob lt c tate-
t by t (M ' nkr An 1 t' g nt Gr d ) . Thi afforded the 
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presence o undesirable water. A second series of runs and a final 
seri s of runs were made under "anyhydrous conditions" . The solvent , 
norm ly 250 ml g cial acet'c acid (Fisher Scientific Reagent grade) 
wa nh drously prepared upon addition of 2 ml of acetic anyhydride 
(Fish r Sci n 'fie Reagent grade) twenty-four hours prior to its use . 
The cata st cons'st'ng of a metal acetate and halogen salt was pre-
p r by d n etate and halide salt at 135°C for 48 hours 
und r 30 ·nch vacu m. These Tere dried in respective 125 ml ground 
gl s Erl nm e 1 sks abeled and stoppered . 
9.2% so tion o anh drous HBr in acetic acid, another 
h lo n p omo 
' 
s pre a ed b clition of 26.3 grams of anhydrous 
HB ( 'sh s n ) to 259.4 g of slo'tvly stirred glacial acetic 
'd. 
h b g nn'ng 0 c r n the dry ice conde ser and the 
co tr charg d tv· th dry ice and acetone . The reaction flask 
\ th n h r e ,., h 250 ml acial cetic acid 1 ent and the air 
rrer \vas sl wly t rt d. The catalyst t a the added and the 
so ut ·on \v h 0 r ction t m1 ature und r a 20 . 0 ml per minute 
d Y n 0 n p rg until th t had diss lved . The temperature 
0 th t'on m·x tv r gul t i a vari ble transformer and 
n c h. Th ' d r ·nvolv imply removing the heating 
m n n n 't w· th th ic bath or vice-v rs both dependent 
up n wh h h n r 00 ng w desir d . 
Wh n th t lyst h d dis olv d th mixtur \v c ol d to 
. ly 38°C-40°C . pprox m · t The g s inlet tube w s remov d and the 
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p·per ylene was add ed. The ga s inle t tube was reinserted and the mix-
ture was he t ed to r eac tion t emper a ture again under nitrogen . After 
the t mper t ure s t ab 'l ized , the 2 purge was stopped . The stirrer was 
sp ed d up and f ow of o ygen (Airco, Inc . , 99%) was started with 
t h t ·me be · ng r co r ded . The o2 flo~vrat e ~vas adjusted to the desired 
f o J r te v · a 
e v th out 
he ' nlet needle va l ve and the o2 absorption was monitor-
t rotame er . Both the i nle t and the outlet flow were 
r cord d p r · o c 1 . 
In ' tiall a 5 . 0 m sample Jas t aken f rom the reaction mixture 
st p or to th star of o.ygen flow . s the run progressed, 5 . 0 ml 
s mpl s of h reaction mi t re \V'ere ~Jithdrawn from the sample port 
d n 1 z on h g chrom tog ph . Samp l es ~Jere gener a lly taken 
5 m'nute in e vals Run times \ver e gene r lly limited to 
o on ho t m n m ze loss of cata l yst activity and 
product y · 1 . 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Ser·es I 
In this first series of runs, water was present at the start 
of h r c on . The catalyst system consisted of cobalt acetate 
tet and 48% qu ous hydrobromic acid . The solvent used was 
c · a c acid Th amount of catalyst, the oxygen flow and the 
t mper tur · ed 
In eneral the yi lds of 2 4- pentadienoic acids which are 
l ' ste in T 1 
runs h 
th 
nd 
I ~ rem rkedl r lower than were obtained in later 
nh dr us s stem was used . It can be noted 
\ ' th temper ture, catalyst concentration 
br /c b lt ratio . 
d y h chr m togr m a large number of products 
w r orm d. Th ' s ack of sel ctivit increased at lower temperatures 
gr 
·n th's ser 
T b 
n \vh · h n 
Th 
of m 
r t nh n 
ound to y 
hotv v h 
t 
r 
roduct ' on of h'gh retention time products . All runs 
r sult d ·n n pproximately 98.6% conversion. 
n 
n umm r · zes th re ult tained f r runs 
onditions wer m lo ed . 
m h un ti izin metal a t tes in the absence 
h t h pr s nc of bromide ion is vital for 
w p du t f rrn tion. Cob lt salts wer 
pr du t w· h ut h a'd of the halid p m t r 
on w s s bst nti lly slower. In contra t, mangan 
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salts in the absence of bromide ion displayed low solubility, slower 
oxygen absorption , and no product fo rmation. 
In most met 1 ion autoxidation systems the anion associated 
,.,i th he me tal ion s of minor importance . Bromide is known to aid 
th so ub"lity nd possibly increases the oxidation-reduction potential 
of the m tal ions involved . This behavior "tvas observed in runs made in 
th pr sene of brom"de under s "milar conditions as runs made in the 
bsenc of brorn"de resulted in a 65 . 1 percent yield for the cobalt 
ac a e bromide cata yst system and a 63.1 percent yield for the man-
g n se a etat bromid catalyst s stem . This is compared to an 11 per-
cent e d for the cobalt s stem and 0 percent yield for the manganese 
syst m n h b ence of bromid ion (runs 13 and 14 versus 16 and 17). 
In addit'on to h "0 h r i 1 o product for runs made in the presence 
o b om n r d olu ' li of the metal salts in the solvent 
an n n r ased xyg n abso ption rate was observed . 
hydrou s ium bromide and potassium bromide were found to 
be better promoters than anhydrous or aqueous hydrogen bromide when 
s d ·n onjunct · n w· h 
d'sc ss 
brom· 
bove . 
ferr · 
w s nv 
OW oxyg bs 
g v th ow t 
nd r q r d t n 
Cob t 
t t 
st "o t d . 
rp on t 
conv rsi n 
nd on h 
c tat nd 
b 1 acet te and mang nese catalyst systems 
t lyst system promoted by sodium 
Th"s prov d to b poor catalyst as a very 
and lo\v yield r sult d. This run (26) 
of 80 .1% of all runs m d 
' 
poor s lectivit 
lf ours to r ch m ximurn yield of 5.1%. 
m nganes ac t t mixed c tal st syst ms 
' 
66 
w re found to give a fair yield but required a longer reaction period 
of s ty m·nutes ·n comparison to forty-five minutes for other runs 
m d ith s m ar cat lyst concentrations . Another observation from 
th resu ts obtained in runs 8, 15, 16 and 18 concerns the ratio of 
brom·n toms to the atoms o cobalt in the catalyst system and the 
mo r con ntration of the met 1 ion . Figures 4 and 5 graphically 
shaH t s e f c 
n re s s th y' 1 
It ·s not d th t as the ratio of bromide to cobalt 
ncre ses and that an increase in the amount of 
ca alyst t nds to decrease the yield of the desired product . All of 
th e r s lts re obt ·ned at a constant temperature of 85°C . 
n o g n sorption cur e is given in Figure 6 for a typical 
run (7). Th r t o o n bsor tion increases quite rapidly to a 
m m m bou 25 m·nut s nd th n continuously decreases during the 
r f h r n. 
m ly 45 m n s nd 
s ppro m t y 98.6 
Figur 6. 
Th s 0 com r 
45%. Th's t'on h w 
nd on h ho rs or 
99 . 3% onv rs n th 
t'm m ximum yield of product is approxi-
verag d gree of conversion for most runs 
r nt. Thes results are also given in 
ed r (run 29) gave a reasonable yield of 
v r r quir d longer react'on period of t\vo 
pr duct form tion at an impressive 
3-p t n . It was initi lly thought th 
t rg m un 0 n rt 'trog n pres nt in th air would " sweep" 
h sub t tl gh th tor nd nt th di ne tr p . This was 
t 
no o v s n n w s pr nt in th tr p upon ompl tion of th 
run . 
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Finally from the s e r esults there is an indication of a 
r e l a t ionsh' p be t we n s ub s trate purity and product yield , a 99% pure 
trans p ' pery l ene f r ac tion ( l drich Company) resulted in a 70% yield 
a nd a much clean er r eaction according to gas chromatography analysis . 
T max ·mum y · ld obta ·ned f or t he 83% piperylene fraction utilized 
in most r uns was 65% . In con tras t, a c5 cut containing a 46% mixture 
of c · s nd t r ns p ' p ry enes resul t ed in a 35% yield . This represents 
50% r du t ' on · n produc t y i eld when compared to the pure t rans 
p ' peryl ne fraction run and accord ing to gas chromatography analysis 
a more compl x reaction m' xture . It is a lso noted that as the purit y 
of the subst te e reased a longer r eaction period was required fo r 
m mum to ccur . 
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CO CLUSIONS 
E am·n tion of these results obtained in this project leads to 
the following conclusions: 
(1) The app rent low yields obtained from runs made in the presence 
of ter make this condition a very weak candidate for future oxida-
tions of th·s typ . 
(2) nh dr us cond· ·ons of solvent and catalyst at a constant temper-
ature of 85°C resu ts in rna imum yields. 
(3) high bromide ion concentration is necessary for the formation 
of the d s·r d 2 4-pentad·enoic acid product. The order of halide 
ac v t sing yie d is approximately NaBr > KBr > HBr . 
( ) Th y d incr ses as the ratio of atoms of bromine to atoms 
of ob n r s -l•th carr spond·ng reduced amount of metal ion 
n t OV r 1 mo r cone ntration of the catalyst. 
(5) The cob te bromide cat lyst system is the best catalyst 
system for u il·z ion in this oxidation followed by manganese acetate 
bromide. Th m ng n se c tate bromide catalyst system however, 
pr s nts s u ·1·ty pro lems within there ction mixture . 
(6) A m x d c b t-m ng n se acetat c talyst system has no advantage 
ov r cob 1 one. 
(7) Iron · a v ry poor cat ly t for this xid tion . 
(8) Compr ss ir can be sed sub titut for gaseous ox g n but 
resu ts n ow r y · e d nd longer r actin tim . 
(9) The fact th t high r yields and less by- product formation occurred 
with the purer substrate indicate that there is a strong dependency 
on substrate purity for the desired product . 
72 
(10) The reaction system and the operating procedure led to rapid, 
conv nient and reproducable oxidations . It is suggested that t his 
method be appl.ed to s·mpler alkenes which might result in a greater 
s c i it . 
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